Quality Education in a Secure Environment

Fig Tree Primary
30 Bentinck Road
Nottingham NG7 4AF
Telephone 0115 9788152
Email office@figtreeprimary.co.uk

Dear Parents,
Assalamu Alaikum,
Welcome back!
I hope everyone has had a lovely break.
We have been working hard to plan fun and creative work for Year 3 & 4 this term, which is detailed in the
table below. Together with your support we can work in partnership towards the success of your child.
Teacher: Ms Yousaf

Year group: 3/4
LIST OF TOPICS TAUGHT IN TERM 1A

Maths

English

Islamic Studies

Topic
(covers all these subjects
Geography/History ,
Islamic Studies topic link)

Science

PE
(Wednesday)








Number and place value
Properties of shapes
Addition and subtraction
Multiplication and division
Problem solving and reasoning
Times tables: 3,6,4,8

Fiction: Fables
Non-fiction : Instructions and explanations
Poetry : Creating images
Grammar focus:

Recognise simple, compound and complex sentences

Use conjunctions to express time or cause

Learn how to use dialogue punctuation (Y3) or revise this (Y4)

Verbs, nouns and pronouns

Eleven Important Fiqh Terms: Five terms.

Ghusl

Salah

Adhan-The call to Prayer

Six conditions of Salah
Geography/History: Stone age to Iron Age:

Learn about the Stone, Bronze and Iron ages

Place the different ages on a time line

Find out what makes the Neolithic so different from the rest of the Stone age

Develop thinking like an archaeologist
Art:

Colour mixing painting, drawing and shading

Represent shape and surface of rocks with coloured pencils/wax crayon

Cave paintings
Rocks and fossil and soli:

Find out more about rocks by observing, drawing and describing different types and
learning their names.

Understand that all rocks can be divided into three categories.

Discover the amazing contribution of Mary Anning to the development of palaeontology

Learn how soil is formed and that there are many different types
Ball Skills
Please send in the correct PE uniform with your child.

